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An LSS inclusive of your voice, an LSS that brings you new opportunities, an LSS that enriches 

your experiences and an LSS that empowers you are my principle ambitions. I hope to foster a 

culture that enables you to actively engage in the society’s many initiatives and elevates your 

UTS:Law school experience.   

 

My innate passion for people and deep sense of servant leadership was fuelled by serving as the 

UTS LSS First Year Law Representative in 2017, UTS LSS Client Interview Director in 2019 and 

this year’s UTS LSS Vice-President (Competitions). It is the many experiences I have had within 

the LSS that drives me and inspires me to further expand and enhance your experiences. 

Additionally, having devoted three years on the UTS LSS coupled with my experience as a Socials 

Executive in 2018 and Education Director in 2019 for the UTS Communication’s Society I have 

developed and strengthened my leadership and organisation skills, to ensure that we do the most, so 

you get the best opportunities and initiatives possible.  

 

Inclusivity is at the heart of the UTS LSS. So, no matter what year you’re in or how involved 

you’ve been in the past, I want to make sure you feel welcome, enabled and excited to engage with 

the many initiatives the UTS LSS has to offer. I hope to do this by creating new ways you can 

connect with peers, such as year group catch ups and by listening to your ideas and suggestions 

through a permanent feedback/suggestion section on the UTS LSS website. I hope to empower you 

by implementing pre-penultimate year career initiatives and balancing beyond corporate and 

corporate career events. Additionally, I hope to introduce a First Nations Officer, Queer Officer and 

Wom*n’s Officer under the Social Justice Portfolio to ensure the UTS LSS does not just address 

social concerns but is a body of advocacy. Moreover, I hope to create new and exciting 

opportunities for you by exploring and developing new ways for you to get involved with UTS LSS 

publications such as a potential elective guide video series and further resources and development 

of the UTS LSS Mooting and Skills Competitions. I hope I have the opportunity to prove to you 

that these are not empty words. With me, you, your voice and your experience are at the forefront. 
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